
KnowledgeNet’s Enterprise Learning Suite is the “Microsoft® Office” of e-Learning.  It includes 
a complete blended content library, learning management, and learning content authoring and 
management -- all built together from the ground up by KnowledgeNet using 100% Web technology, 
with no legacy issues or acquired products.  Like Office, you can choose content, LMS, LCMS, or an entire 
enterprise solution and rest assured that everything will work together as you expect it should.  With 
over four million learner sessions delivered, this is a proven solution that scales from course to enterprise 
and includes a 99.9% uptime guarantee.

KnowledgeNet Enterprise Learning Suite  

Prove-As-You-Go

Quality, Blended Content
Scalable Learning Management
Efficient Content Authoring, Management
& Delivery

Learning Solutions 

Solutions
from Course
to Enterprise

Blended Content Library
Over 1,500 titles in technology & business
KnowledgeNet Live: Web virtual classroom
KnowledgeNet Express: Recorded
virtual classroom
KnowledgeNet Interactive: Self-paced

Learning Management
Launch, manage, and track learning with
reporting second to none
Scalable from group to enterprise
Available hosted or installed

Learning Content
Management

Author, manage, and deliver reusable learning objects
Multi-author, global, enterprise custom content solution
Custom e-learning at off-the-shelf prices

The secret to KnowledgeNet’s easy plug and play integration is our underlying technology platform, 
Monsoon5.  Monsoon5 was architected from the beginning to make integration with modern enterprise 
systems a low cost, short timeframe option.  That means content from companies such as SkillSoft®, 
Element K®, NetG®, and others easily work with our Suite.  And our content connects to LMSs from Saba®, 
Docent®, Aspen®, Pathlore®, THINQ® and a host 
of others.  Perhaps more importantly, we take 
full responsibility for the integration, acting as a 
general contractor to ensure that our customers 
get solutions that work, as promised.
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KnowledgeNet Blended Content
Because learning preferences and business requirements differ, you need a blended delivery solution, to ensure choices that 
your learners will like and use, with delivery options that are as varied as the content you need to communicate and the 
deadlines you need to meet.  You need quality, blended content options from KnowledgeNet.

“We needed reliable and scalable technology with fast worldwide deployment.  We have found
everything in KnowledgeNet’s Enterprise Learning Suite.” 

—  Bill Dacier, Vice President of Global Technical Training, EMC Corporation

KnowledgeNet Live
Get real-time instructor-led training without leaving your office

Live, instructor-led online training 
Engaging, interactive multimedia, crisp audio, breakthrough instructional design
Interaction with a team of expert, certified instructors
Hands-on labs covering real-world situations

KnowledgeNet Express
Experience flexible, self-paced instructor-led training 

Concise, instructor-led training in a convenient, self-paced format
Engaging, interactive multimedia, crisp audio, breakthrough instructional design
Flexible user-controlled navigation for search and reference capabilities   
Hands-on labs covering real-world situations



KnowledgeNet Mentor
Get extra personal coaching, when and where you need it 

Unique one-on-one, personalized instruction and online support
Certified instructors with real-world experience
Chat rooms and email assistance for online student/mentor collaboration
Extra instruction and training tools, for students who want more from their learning experience

“When we compared KnowledgeNet’s e-learning content to that from other vendors, we were struck by its 
visual interactivity and sound instructional design, as well as the extensive use of simulations and labs.” 

—  Steve Nguyen, e-Learning Specialist, Cargill Incorporated

KnowledgeNet Interactive
Set your own learning pace, anytime, anywhere 

Flexible, Web-based, self-paced learning anytime, anywhere
Engaging, interactive multimedia, crisp audio, breakthrough instructional design
Built-in performance tracking and personalized learning tracks
Hands-on labs covering real-world situations

KnowledgeNet LabWare
Test your skills in a perfectly simulated environment 

Self-paced labs that automatically adjust to your skill level 
Intricate simulations, with fly-out menus and multiple paths that lead to the
same solution
Real-world, hands-on scenarios that significantly increase knowledge retention
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KnowledgeNet LMS

Manage, track, & report on learning from one central location
Best of breed reporting capabilities
Easy program administration
Customizable corporate branding 
Fast, affordable implementation
Trouble-free standards-based integration with third party content and LMS/enterprise systems 
Prove-as-you-go pricing from group to enterprise

KnowledgeNet LCMS

With KnowledgeNet LCMS, organizations can easily and affordably customize their 
training content with various formats of media, including recorded digital video.

Experience the best of a new breed of training through 
KnowledgeNet’s Enterprise Learning Suite.  Contact a 
KnowledgeNet Representative today at 1-888-577-5779. 
Or visit www.knowledgenet.com to learn more.  

Create & deploy engaging learning for the enterprise
Rapid development of engaging blended courseware
Cost-saving, reusable learning object-based
Instant global development & deployment
Custom content at off-the-shelf prices
Trouble-free standards-based integration with third-party content and LMS/enterprise systems
Prove-as-you-go pricing from group to enterprise

Scalable Learning Management
KnowledgeNet LMS is actually a family of three modular LMS editions that 
enable you to pay only for what you need and use, without sacrificing the 
ability to grow.  Standard Edition comes free with many KnowledgeNet 
content libraries.  Enterprise Edition is an inexpensive, yet powerful 
upgrade that dramatically expands group reporting capabilities.  And with 
Channel Edition you can easily extend learning via customized portals 
for partners and suppliers.  KnowledgeNet LMS is the first to be truly 
optimized for the delivery of learning object-based e-learning, and its 
group metrics and analysis reporting is second to none.  With over four 
million learner sessions managed and a 99.9% uptime guarantee, it is a 
rock-solid investment in your people.

Efficient Content Authoring, Management & Delivery
KnowledgeNet LCMS delivers ultimate cost-savings through 
the creation, management, and delivery of reusable learning 
objects (RLOs).  With KnowledgeNet LCMS your organization 
can create custom content objects rapidly and cost 
effectively, and deploy them automatically in self-paced, 
virtual classroom, and mobile formats. It is a proven, 
multi-author, enterprise-level system that KnowledgeNet 
has used to create over 1,500 award-winning synchronous 
and asynchronous courses in the last three years.  With 
KnowledgeNet LCMS, companies can create custom courses 
at off-the-shelf-prices by modifying any KnowledgeNet 
course, existing internally-developed courses, or other off-
the-shelf content.

Detailed Reporting.  With KnowledgeNet LMS, you can monitor 
multiple groups at training milestones, and compare them

on a global scale, as shown in this sample chart. 
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